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Introduction

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has the largest integrated health care system in the United States with 1,243 health care facilities and over 9 million veterans enrolled. The VA has a large amount of unique data including: electronic medical record data, administrative and demographic information, genetic test and sequence data, imaging, benefit information, cemetery information, and patient reported data. For example, the VA’s Million Veteran Program (MVP) became the largest genomic database in 2016. With over 750,000 enrolled currently, is larger than the next three largest ones (vet or non-vet) combined. The Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) is another example of a key VA resource, providing information for clinical and administrative research as well as business management. It gathers over 2 trillion records across over 3000 variables in over 900 tables coming from the Veterans Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA) as well as various streams of complementary information across the country.

These resources are already enabling new types of insights to be gained. The VA conducted nation’s largest analysis of veteran suicide, examined over 55 million Veteran records, 20 states, and discovered new patterns over time\textsuperscript{1}. The largest Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) study of its kind (>20,000) found new genetic links and cites need for even more data\textsuperscript{2}.

Integrating such heterogeneous and distributed data can help address vet needs and also be potentially applicable to other populations. Yet, the existing relational databases in use are designed for transactional workloads. This is in contrast with Big Data science, that has volume, velocity, and variability in data. Rather than single patient data accesses, thousands or more of patient data requests are needed as well as compute power to create models and leverage them for analysis and artificial intelligence/machine learning. In addition to computational infrastructure, the VA needs tools for exploring, visualizing, and analyzing data at scale. At the same time, patient data sharing desires need to be considered\textsuperscript{3,4}. The VA Data Commons pilot described here will bring together these data, the compute, and the scientific tools into one common platform (see Figure 1) and be based on veterans’ sharing preferences.

Methods

The VA Data Commons pilot has three goals. The first goal is establishment of a regulatory framework to securely transfer, store, and use VA data within a VA Data Commons. The second goal is capturing the technical requirements and software applications needed to conduct common research functions using VA data within a VA Data Commons. The third goal is to obtain an estimate of the anticipated costs needed to maintain an on-premise and/or cloud-based platform for a VA Data Commons capable of scaling to supporting thousands of approved research studies.

To this end, a set of principles for the VA Data Commons was developed, using VA strategic planning and vet considerations as input. This was also mapped to other efforts and principles (e.g. Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable, FAIR) in order to do a gap analysis and update the list of principles accordingly. In addition, newly applicable standards (e.g. NIST SP 800-37 Rev. 2), laws (e.g. Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act), executive orders (e.g. American Artificial Intelligence Initiative) were explored for potential synergy with this work.

Results

The principles developed for the VA Data Commons and described in this work include: Contain VA data, Access capability outside VA, Collaborative with managed access, Secure, Scalable, Usable, Sustainable and designed for longevity, as well as Reproducible and reusable. This includes the addition of the last two principles and modification of the third one (i.e. Collaborative with managed access) based on gap analysis performed.

For each principle, acceptability metrics were designed to enable pilot evaluation and forge the path forward. Use cases being explored include, as examples: Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) leveraging MVP-based
genomic data, traditional health services research such as examining drug cardiotoxicity across certain veteran populations, and study capabilities for non-programmers for running pre-specified analysis workflows. Initial results of the pilot platform are promising.

One of the key aspects of the platform is the embedded scientific tools provided therein (see Figure 1). This enables analysis to be done within the protected platform. As an added layer, applications are being designed that hide the underlying data, thereby enabling similar IRB processes. For example, an expression-based genome-wide association study (GWAS) app was created that enables analysis of a cohort without needing to see the underlying data (see Figure 2). Analysis and conclusions can then be used for research without need of identifying patient information.

**Discussion**

The VA Data Commons pilot provides a triad core of features for users, including secure data storage, scientific tools, and compute. Analysis is currently ongoing on the underlying data models, use cases, and datasets. Building a national VA Data Commons is the first step toward transforming VA data into a national resource.
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**Figure 1.** VA Data Commons pilot layout.

**Figure 2.** eGWAS app screenshots on the VA Data Commons.
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